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QUESTION 1

You are currently working for a public health care company based in the United Stats. Their existing patient records runs
in an on-premises data center and the customer is sending tape backups offsite as part of their recovery planning. You
have developed an alternative archival solution using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) that will save the company a
significant amount of mom on a yearly basis. The solution involves storing data in an OCI Object Storage bucket After
reviewing your solution with the customer global Compliance (GRC) team they have highlighted the following security
requirements: All data less than 1 year old must be accessible within 2 hour. All data must be retained for at least 10
years and be accessible within 48 hours AH data must be encrypted at rest No data may be transmitted across the
public Internet 

Which two options meet the requirements outlined by the customer GRC team? 

A. Provision a FastConnect link to the closest OCI region and configure a private peering virtual circuit. 

B. Create an OCI Object Storage Standard tier bucket Configure a lifecycle policy to archive any object that Is older than
365 days 

C. Create a VPN connection between your on premises data center and OCI. Create a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN)
along with an OCI Service Gateway for OCI Object Storage. 

D. Provision a FastConnect link to the closest OCI region and configure a public peering virtual circuit 

E. Create an OCI Object Storage Standard tier bucket. Configure a lifecycle policy to delete any object that is older than
7 years 

Correct Answer: BD 

The Oracle Services Network is a conceptual network in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure that is reserved for 

Oracle services. These services have public IP addresses that you typically reach over the internet. 

However, you can access the Oracle Services Network without the traffic going over the internet. 

There are different ways, depending on which of your hosts need the access: 

Hosts in your on-premises network: 

-

 Private access through a VCN with FastConnect private peering or VPN Connect: The on-premises hosts use private
IP addresses and reach the Oracle Services Network by way of the VCN and the VCN\\'s service gateway. 

-

 Public access with FastConnect public peering: The on-premises hosts use public IP addresses. regarding which
Fastconnect Public peering: To access public services in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure without using the internet. For
example, Object Storage, the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Console and APIs, or public load balancers in your VCN.
Communication across the connection is with IPv4 public IP addresses. Without FastConnect, the traffic destined for
public IP addresses would be routed over the internet. With FastConnect, that traffic goes over your private 

Object Lifecycle Management lets you automatically manage the archiving and deletion of objects. By using Object
Lifecycle Management to manage your Object Storage and Archive Storage data, you can reduce your storage costs
and the amount of time you spend managing data. 
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QUESTION 2

Your company will soon start moving critical systems Into Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) platform. 

These systems will reside in the us-phoenix-1and us-ashburn 1 regions. As part of the migration planning, 

you are reviewing the company\\'s existing security policies and written guidelines for the OCI platform 

usage within the company. you have to work with the company managed key. 

Which two options ensure compliance with this policy? 

A. When you create a new compute instance through OCI console, you use the default options for "configure boot
volume" to speed up the process to create this compute instance. 

B. When you create a new block volume through OCI console, select Encrypt using Key Management checkbox and
use encryption keys generated and stored in OCI Key Management Service. 

C. When you create a new compute instance through OCI console, you use the default shape to speed up the process
to create this compute instance. 

D. When you create a new OCI Object Storage bucket through OCI console, you need to choose "ENCRYPT USING
CUSTOMER-MANAGED KEYS" option. 

E. You do not need to perform any additional actions because the OCI Block Volume service always encrypts all block
volumes, boot volumes, and volume backups at rest by using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm with
256-bit encryption. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Block Volume Encryption By default all volumes and their backups are encrypted using the Oracle-provided encryption
keys. Each time a volume is cloned or restored from a backup the volume is assigned a new unique encryption key. You
have the option to encrypt all of your volumes and their backups using the keys that you own and manage using the
Vault service.If you do not configure a volume to use the Vault service or you later unassign a key from the volume, the
Block Volume service uses the Oracle-provided encryption key instead. 

This applies to both encryption at-rest and in-transit encryption. Object Storage Encryption Object Storage employs
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256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) to encrypt object data on the server. Each object is encrypted with its
own data encryption key. Data encryption keys are always encrypted with a master encryption key that is assigned to
the bucket. Encryption is enabled by default and cannot be turned off. By default, Oracle manages the master
encryption key. However, you can optionally configure a bucket so that it\\'s assigned an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Vault master encryption key that you control and rotate on your own schedule. Encryption: Buckets are encrypted with
keys managed by Oracle by default, but you can optionally encrypt the data in this bucket using your own Vault
encryption key. To use Vault for your encryption needs, select Encrypt Using Customer-Managed Keys. Then, select the
Vault Compartment and Vault that contain the master encryption key you want to use. Also select the Master Encryption
Key Compartment and Master Encryption Key. 

 

QUESTION 3

A cost conscious fashions design company which sells bags, clothes, and other luxury items has recently decided to
more all of the their on-premises infrastructure Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI), One of their on-premises application is
running on an NGINX server and the Oracle Database is running in a 2 node Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC)
configuration. Based on cost considerations, what is an effective mechanism to migrate the customer application to OCI
and set up regular automated backups? 

A. Launch a compute Instance and run a NGINX server to host the application. Deploy a 2 node VM DB Systems with
oracle RAC enabled import the on premises database to OCI VM DB Systems using oracle Data Pump and then enable
automatic backups. 

B. Launch a compute Instance and run an NGINX server to host the application. Deploy Exadata Quarter Rack, enable
automatic backups and import the database using Oracle Data Pump. 

C. Launch a compute Instance for both the NGINX application server and the database server. Attach block volumes on
the database server compute instance and enable backup policy to backup the block volumes. 

D. Launch a Compute instance and run a NGINX Server to host the application. Deploy a 2 node VM DB Systems with
Oracle RAC enabled Import the on premises database to OCI VM DB Systems using data pump and then enable
automatic backup- Also, enable Oracle Data Guard on the database server 

Correct Answer: A 
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Based on cost considerations will exclude the Exadata. and there\\'s no need for Data Guard Cost Estimator
https://www.oracle.com/cloud/cost-estimator.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer is in a process of shifting their web based Sales application from their own data center located in US West
to OCI India West (Mumbai) region. They want to do it in a controlled manner and initially only 1% of the traffic will be
steered to the servers in OCI. After verification of everything is working as expected, the company is gradually planning
to increase the ratio until they are comfortable with fully migrating all traffic to OCI. Which of the following solution can
be used in this situation? 

A. OCI DNS and Traffic Management with Geolocation Steering policy 

B. OCI DNS and Traffic Management with Failover Steering policy 

C. OCI DNS and Traffic Management with Load Balancer Steering policy 

D. OCI DNS and OCI Load Balancer Service 

Correct Answer: C 

 

STEERING POLICIES is A framework to define the traffic management behavior for your zones. Steering 

policies contain rules that help to intelligently serve DNS answers. 

FAILOVER 

Failover policies allow you to prioritize the order in which you want answers served in a policy (for 

example, Primary and Secondary). Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Health Checks are leveraged to determine 

the health of answers in the policy. If the Primary Answer is determined to be unhealthy, DNS traffic will 

automatically 

be steered to the Secondary Answer. 
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LOAD_BALANCE 

Load Balancer policies allow distribution of traffic across multiple endpoints. Endpoints can be assigned 

equal weights to distribute traffic evenly across the endpoints or custom weights may be assigned for ratio 

load balancing. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Health Checks are leveraged to determine the health of the 

endpoint. DNS traffic will be automatically distributed to the other endpoints, if an endpoint is determined to 

be unhealthy. 

ROUTE_BY_GEO 

Geolocation-based steering policies distribute DNS traffic to different endpoints based on the location of 

the end user. Customers can define geographic regions composed of originating continent, countries or 

states/provinces (North America) and define a separate endpoint or set of endpoints for each region. 

ROUTE_BY_ASN 

ASN-based steering policies enable you to steer DNS traffic based on Autonomous System Numbers 

(ASN). 

DNS queries originating from a specific ASN or set of ASNs can be steered to a specified endpoint. 

ROUTE_BY_IP 

IP Prefix-based steering policies enable customers to steer DNS traffic based on the IP Prefix of the 

originating query. 

 

QUESTION 5

An online registration system Is currently hosted on one large Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCT) Bare metal compute
Instance with attached block volume to store of the users\\' dat. The registration system accepts the Information from
the user, Including documents and photos then performs automated verification and processing to check it the user is
eligible for registration. The registration system becomes unavailable at tunes when there is a surge of users using the
system the existing architecture needs improvement as it takes a long time for the system to complete the processing
and the attached block volumes are not large enough to use data being uploaded by the users. Which Is the most
effective option to achieve a highly scalable solution? 

A. Attach more Block volumes as the data volume increase, use Oracle Notification Service (ONS) to distribute tasks to
a pool of compute instances working In parallel, and Auto Scaling to dynamically size the pool of Instances depending
on the number of notifications received from the Notification Service. Use Resource Manager stacks to replicate your
architecture to another region. 

B. Change your architecture to use an OCI Object Storage standard tier bucket, replace the single bare metal instance
with a Oracle Streaming Service (OSS) to ingest the Incoming requests and distribute 

the tasks to a group of compute Instances with Auto Scaling 

C. Upgrade your architecture to use a pool of Bare metal servers and configure them to use their local SSDs for faster
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data access Set up Oracle Streaming Service (OSS) to distribute the tasks to the pool of Bare metal Instances with Auto
Scaling to dynamically increase or decrease the pool of compute instances depending on the length of the Streaming
queue. 

D. Upgrade your architecture to use more Block volumes as the data volume Increases. Replace the single bare metal
instance with a group of compute instances with Auto Scaling to dynamically increase or decrease the compute instance
pools depending on the traffic. 

Correct Answer: D 
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